MOBILE PRODUCTION KIT
Film, TV and event productions are continuously evolving, requiring complex and different technologies. With several years of experience and many successfully produced events, sonoVTS has the expertise in preparing flight packs with modular system units that can be combined into various production kits, which consist of all the logical building blocks such as: video-& audio router, vision mixer, audio mixer, intercom, IT, cameras, glue & processing, power, etc., are fully wired and available in stackable racks. Cost-effective HD/3G/4K video and audio productions can be offered in different extension levels.

Given the enormous scalability of the modular design, several applications are possible to produce:

- The classic single- or multifeed production
- Control room with signal distribution as a host broadcaster
- Dark fiber or IP remote production

Our components are also available separately in our dry hire assortment.

**FLEXIBILITY HAS NO LIMITS.**
**SONOVTS MOBILE PRODUCTION KIT**
OUR UP TO DATE PRODUCT SELECTION IS FOUND HERE:
www.sonovts.com/rental/equipment
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